MED-EL is a leading manufacturer of innovative medical devices for the treatment of various types and degrees of hearing loss. Our unique portfolio of implantable hearing solutions benefits thousands of individuals in more than 100 countries worldwide. With headquarters in Innsbruck, Austria, MED-EL has over 2000 employees around the world. In support of our continuing growth, we currently have an open position with focus on:

**Software Engineer – Research Systems (m/f)**

RD_LS12008

Innsbruck, Austria

**Main Tasks**

- Develop windows desktop applications for fitting of an active-implantable research system
- Take responsibility for a complete software system, including front-end and back-end services
- Design and realize intuitive graphic interfaces with focus on user friendliness
- Work with hardware and firmware teams to deliver integrated solutions
- Interface closely with external research professionals to ensure that the system fits their needs; National and international travelling occasionally required

**Requirements**

- Completed higher technical education and preferably first professional experience with software development; graduates are welcome
- Good programming skills in an object-oriented high language, ideally C++ and Qt.; experience with web technologies is a plus
- Excellent software engineering practices (Version Control, Documentation, Unit-Testing, Code Review, ...)
- Good verbal and written communication skills in English
- Independent and accurate approach and willingness to work in an agile team
Salary will be determined based on professional experience; the formal minimum salary according to Collective Bargaining Agreement is EUR 37,022.44.

We offer a challenging opportunity in a multinational work environment with English as our company language. We look forward to receiving your application at jobs.medel.com.
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